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2020- The Year of the Rat
by Rev. Peggy

With great excitement and anticipation, Chinese New Year 2020 will fall on Saturday, 
January 25th, 2020, while the joyous celebrations continue for the following 14 days. 
Also known as the Spring Festival, it is the most important holiday in China and is 
celebrated as such. Though China has a day off on January 1, and some fireworks 
are let off then, most attention is focused on the traditional date of the New Year, 
according to China’s lunar calendar. Every year, Chinese New Year falls in the period 
between January 21 to February 20. The timing of the holiday was chosen for farmers 
providing time to get together, relax, and pray for the next year of farming. Since 
ancient times, Chinese people have been using the Chinese Zodiac animals to represent the years. Each lunar year 
is associated with a zodiac animal, beginning at Chinese New Year, and the 12 zodiac animals recur on a 12-year 
cycle. This year, the Rat symbolizes the animal for the public holiday. As part of the celebration, fireworks, banner 
decorations, and plenty of red, good luck lanterns will be used and linger throughout the holiday season.

The Rat is the first of the twelve signs of the Chinese Zodiac animals and is associated with the Earthly Branch and 
the midnight hours. Regarding the concept of yin and yang, the Rat is yang and represents the beginning of a new 
day, like the winter season kicking off the cycle of a new year. The story of the Chinese Zodiac and the Zodiac animal 
ranking race is widespread (and widely varying) among Chinese culture. One story tells of Buddha, who was soon 
to leave the Earth, putting out a call for all the animals to join him at the river. Approaching from the other side, the 
Rat tricked the Ox for a ride on his back to cross the river.  As they approached the Master Teacher, the Rat quickly 
jumped off the back of the Ox in order to be first in line. Hence, the Rat was given the honor of being the first position 
and leader of the lunar cycle. 

In Chinese culture, Rats are seen as a sign of wealth and surplus. Because of their reproduction rate, married couples 
also pray to them for children. As the age-old lore recounts, the Rat is the resourceful leader of the pack. Rats like 
to be ahead of the game, at the forefront of the action, and where they can give the orders. Restless and inquisitive, 
these are busy people whose minds are constantly on the go. Above all, they are clever and instinctively shrewd. As 
the Chinese say, even in times of scarcity, Rats somehow 
always know where sacks of grain can be found. 

The year of the Rat 2020 is marked by radical positions 
and choices. Any new initiatives taken during the year 2020 
should be carefully measured in order to minimize risk-
taking and maximize its chances of success. This doesn’t 
mean that instinct won’t take part in the decision-making 
process. Quite the contrary. All decisions made during this 
year of starting a new cycle will influence the next 12 years. 

According to the Chinese horoscope for 2020, when it 
comes to managing finances, idleness and hesitation are 
out of the question. This year, it’s all about helping oneself 
before worrying about others’ business. Otherwise, the price 
could be heavy for those who haven’t resolved their own 
problems in priority and who have preferred to let time slip 
to pursue illusions. 

Continued on Page 2



Here are some additional fun insights into lucky things for 
Rats in 2020:

• Lucky numbers: 2, 3, and numbers containing them 
(like 23 and 32)

• Lucky days: the 4th and 13th of every Chinese lunar 
month

• Lucky colors: blue, gold, green

• Lucky flowers: lily, African violet

• Lucky directions: west, northwest and southwest

• Lucky months: the 2nd, 5th and 9th Chinese lunar 
months

 
“As for the average Joe, the Year 2020 of the Rat can be a 
time to turn losses into gains and instability into security, 
a time to be disciplined but recognize the importance of 
joy and happiness and to readjust priorities by not buying 
into a consumer market that is not important in the big 
scheme.  A time to enjoy the simple pleasures and to 
not judge a man by what he has but by whom he is as a 
person, a human being, a Good Samaritan, for this is what 
will truly lead to satisfaction.

So, I supplicate you to stand up and be counted for who 
you are not what you have.  To be proud and confident 
enough to do your part during the Year of the Rat 2020 to 
help put an end to hunger, terrorism, greed, war, global 
warming and human suffering that in the past has been so 
prominent on our planet.”   

Excerpts from the article “2020 Chinese Zodiac 
Predictions” and karmaweather.com.

68th ANNIVERSARY FEEDBACK
“Sorry could not write earlier but I love every minute of it!  Thank you, thank you a zillion times for the whole 
ceremony and being there for us.  I had to interrupt my day to go to a memorial service after the sacred puja by 
David that was great too!  Came back to Astara for the Fire ceremony and was glad I did.” – N.J.

“Hello, as a new Member and first-time attendee of the Anniversary celebration I felt very welcomed and 
touched by the simplicity, beauty, and depth of the experience.  I enjoyed talking to other Astarians and  
meeting staff for the first time.  I loved being able to buy more books!  Sign me up for next year’s!  With much 
Love.” – M.G.

“The Whole Celebration was enjoyable. The Puja was a great opening for the Fire Initiation.  I enjoyed both.  
However, the Fire Initiation, was the highlight of the day.  I felt a tremendous surge of healing energies.  My legs 
almost caved-in a few times.  I also enjoyed the company of people like minded, sharing experience and ex-
changing information.  Myself, I don’t think anything need changing.  It was a beautiful ceremony…” - S.P.

“I had a beautiful experience while burning my paper on which I had written things that I wanted to release that 
were not for my highest good, a small imperfect heart appeared on the burnt paper.  I felt that this was a sweet 
sign from God confirming the release.  Afterward, while receiving a blessing from Rev. Pam, she whispered 
something to me about “Love”~another confirmation of release.” - Namaste, P.Y.
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I have learned to sum up my entire philosophy of life and 
living into one word:  immortality.  To live in the abiding 
consciousness of immortality is to find a strange sweetness 
and serenity in all things.

To think immortality and to actually live it as a philosophy 
are two entirely different things.  If I can impart to you 
even some small measure of the deep, real meaning of 
immortality, and the ultimate liberation of the soul from 
the glamour of matter, only then will I feel worthy to be 
called a teacher.  And only then can I truly feel that I have 
accomplished what I came to do.  For unless I can teach 
you how to put death in its proper place, I have not truly 
taught of living.

And only when you can face the events of life with the 
certainty that these days lead always upward toward wider 
visits of eternity, and only if I can point with certainty 
toward the larger mansions and not to the littleness of 
earth days, will I have truly fulfilled my mission.

And I would admonish all of us to make very sure that 
what we do, what we think, what we become is worthy of 
immortality.  Are our lives worthy of immortality?  How 
many of our dreams would we have become immortal?  
How many of our ideas have a significant meaning?  Do 
the actions of our daily lives write a record worthy of 
recording?  Living the philosophy of immortality creates 

an inner urge to dream more worthy dreams, aspire to 
greater immortal heights and become that of which we 
would be humbly proud to say, “I am your child, Father, 
take me,”

Eternal life signifies an everlasting, endless ongoing, but 
what is the use to simply exist unless the eternal days are 
filled with meaning, purpose and inspiration.  The goal is 
to fill the moments of eternity with that which is worthy to 
become immortal. 

~Earlyne Chaney~

MY PHILOSOPHY
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Death’s 
Miraculous 
Vibrations
- by Rev. Peggy Tennent

How does this title, “Death’s Miraculous Vibrations,” make you 
feel right now in this new year of 2020? Say the words again 
and this time, please give a few moments of thought, feeling, 
or a sense of comfort to anyone or each of these words and 
ideas. Does my question carry your awareness to the earliest 
experiences or clearest understanding of your feelings associated 
with the greatest initiation in your lifetime? (Other than birth, of 
course, says the retired neonatal respiratory therapist.) Death. 
Miracles. Vibration. All subjects that Astara has written much 
about. I wonder if it’s enough to cover your very own personal 
experiences associated with those subjects.
 
At the same time that the subject of Death’s Miraculous Vibration 
was just a twinkle in my awareness, I also began paying attention 
to the numerology energy and numbers inherent vibrations 
as we move into the year 2020. (2020 is a 4 Universal Year in 
Numerology because 2+0+2+0 = 4) I began to jot down ideas 
and create words, using the letters that are of the number four’s 
mystical expression, like D, M, and V, which are all number 4 
letters. (By the way, 4 represents order, responsibility, stability, 
family, home, manifestation, conservation, peace, physical reality, 
and practical solutions.) Many ‘D’ words, as well as the ‘M’ and 
‘V’ words, were inscribed on my scratch paper, in my meditations 
and pretty much whenever my mind said, ‘Yowza!!! A possibility 
to play with!’ These fun energies were before I knew I liked these 
words together and also separate as my subject for the new 
birthing time of 2020. I was playing with these letters and words, 
like a puzzle. The death of 2019 is in actuality the birth of a new 
year as we move into the energy of 2020.

During my career in neonatal care, all of the hundreds of births I 
witnessed taught me through daily experiences, in many different 
ways, about life and death. Birth, which is the death of that other 
world and Death being the birth of that new world. (See Astara’s 
Book of Life - Third Degree, Lesson 19, Page 1 for an example of 
birth and death exchanges.)
 
There are numerous Lessons in Astara’s Book of Life, which 
apply to these ideas. This is the first article of a series I am 
writing on the theme of birth and death throughout this year. I 
will suggest other lessons (or maybe you would like to email me 
a Lesson or a personal experience that is meaningful to you for 
discussion) which may bring miraculous vibrations of the most 
contagious loving feelings for all concerned. I say, ‘All Concerned’ 
because those who witness a birth, or have any interaction 
with a newborn, are in what I believe to be an altered state of 
consciousness. Some people call it ‘Being in LOVE’... a love with 
all of new life.
 
In Astara’s Book of Life, First Degree, Lesson 15, Page 24, you 
will find “My Philosophy” by Earlyne Chaney which states, “I 
sum up my entire philosophy of life and living into one word: 
immortality.” Immortality, for me, is that birth and death cycle that 
I believe to be so fascinating and important for us to explore and 
discuss.
 
It is said, sleep is like a death and awaking from it is recreating 
life all over again; a birthing into a new day or a life of possibilities 
after releasing a death-like sleep from the night before.  
Recently following the Fire Initiation Ceremony held at Astara’s 
headquarters, I had the experience of waking from a dream 
that still moves me deeply  today. The dream began as I was 
walking through a misty surrounding. I slowly began focusing 
into a state of clarity, like a telescope honing in on a target, when 
into my awareness I realized the house I was approaching was 
my recently transitioned mother’s house. This house, once filled 
with her belongings, had been passed to me and was now 
my property. As I walked around the inside of the house, I was 
surprised as I realized that there were many rooms that I was 
somehow unaware of. In amazement, I wandered through the 
house; a maze of the unknown and unseen, exploring this new 
world I found myself in.  At one point, I said to my son, “You 
need to bring the furniture you borrowed back here!” He went 
to retrieve what I now felt was my furniture. In what seemed 
instantaneous, he was returning the chairs and placing them 
where they belonged. Suddenly, a wall opened up like a sliding 
door and there before my eyes stood Master Zoser, engulfed 
by the most beautiful fiery, yellow-orange-red burning flames. I 
stood amazed. Master Zoser was standing in what seemed to 
be a highly volatile fire, and was beckoning me with His hands 
to join him. How could this be?  As my body began to relax and 
trust, I understood I was about to embark on what would be 
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an important Initiation. Momentarily, I would be emerging and 
blending into the flames. I moved slowly toward Him and then, 
standing directly in front of this fiery being of Light, I believed my 
emergence and blending into the flames would soon be my fate. 
But it wasn’t.
I was dumbstruck with this bigger than life scene and yet I found 
myself enticed to the flames, willing to be of service to this 
most powerful and welcoming figure drawing me into His All-
encompassing Oneness. The fire was not hot, but more cooling, 
cleansing, and pure... engulfing consciousness and lovingness 
in a way I had yet to experience in this earthly dimension. When 
I awoke, I found myself in a deep state of profound meaning and 
awe.
 
A few hours later, while spending the morning at my doctor’s 
office, I sat with my eyes closed, hands and feet open in a 
receptive mode. As I stayed in quiet breath work, the image of 
Master Zoser’s bright yellow-orange-red fiery energy appeared 
yet again. But this time, his energy flowed from beyond my 
closed-eyed, upward vision, moving downward through me, 
and exiting into Mother Earth. Then, while breathing in, which 
brought a feeling of upward movement, out of my crown 
came the very same yellow-orange-red energy, but now in the 
form of a slightly clouded mist. I opened my eyes to the near 
surrounding sounds which began to ground me: a very sick man 
coughing across the hall, the hum of the staff’s voices, and the 
bustling of the busy office space. Each time I closed my eyes, 
again, there was Master Zoser’s presence in all His fiery glory; 
sharing his healing energy with me and Mother Earth. 

So what does all of this mean, you may ask? For me, the 
timing of this dream being just a few days after the Fire Initiation 
Ceremony, was as much an inspirational vision, as it was 
an important reminder of sorts. It’s apparent to me, the fire 
symbolizes the Divine’s ability to the purge, hone, and purify our 
souls as we travel throughout our earthly experience. It is as the 
refiner’s fire, purifying the soul, and binding it closer to God with 
the true Agent of all purifying being that true source: the Divine 
Spirit. Wherever we go, whatever we walkthrough, the seen and 
unseen, the familiar and unfamiliar, I am reminded that the Divine 
is always with us. In us. There is a constant rebirth happening 
every minute of every day of every year, a rebirth that we can 
choose to acknowledge or not. And although the fire may first 
appear frightening, harmful, even painful… as we step forward 
in faith, trusting in the Divine presence of Omniscient knowing, 
we will find to our surprise,  this fire has a good purpose. For it is 
in those moments, where things appear to be burning down all 
around us and we’re faced with stepping courageously into the 
ring of fire, it’s there… in that place, that the phoenix rises from 
the ashes. It’s that place... the death of the old and the birth of 
the new. The cycle of immortality. As Miraculous and Vibrant as 
ever could be imagined.
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In a society where the word “love” is tossed about with 
careless abandon, I think we too rarely recognize the 
incredible force of Love. Not our world’s diminished 
reflection of the real thing, but genuine Love-the 
creative force of our Divine Infinite Source. Over the 
years, I’ve seen countless demonstrations of Love’s 
power. One of my earliest experiences of recognizing 
this awesome force remains one of my most cherished 
memories.

Many years ago, I did some volunteer work for an 
organization known as the Therapeutic Arts Program 
here in Southern California. The program utilized the 
arts to treat the developmentally disabled. It was a 
pretty revolutionary concept at the time and the group 
of therapists who designed the program were seeking 
funding. I offered to produce a promotional video to 
help them.

Over the course of the project, I spent a lot of time 
there and I got to know many of the “clients.” Primarily 
young adults, most were severely mentally and 
emotionally disabled. Some were more functional than 
others, but all were quite challenged. 

When I was told what the group of therapists intended 
to accomplish with these patients, I really had my 
doubts. They intended to have the clients produce 
and perform an original musical-beginning with making 
up the story and creating the songs to designing and 
building the costumes and sets to finally putting it all 
together in front of an audience. Even with constant 
direction, encouragement and supervision by staff, 
this seemed like an impossible feat. As I said, I had my 
doubts.

While recording their progress, I got to see this 
dedicated group of therapists at work. I saw them 
break through the shell of patient after patient and draw 
from them incredible creativity and productivity. I saw 
some of the more functional patients bridge the gap 
between the therapists and the more troubled clients, 
helping to communicate with them and getting them 
involved. I saw individuals who were nearly catatonic 
begin to respond. I saw frustrated and hostile patients 
level-out and begin to work in harmony with others.

The center where all of this was going on was about 60 
miles from my home and I spent much of my drive after 
these sessions marveling at what I’d seen. I remember 
trying to figure out just what techniques the therapists 
were employing to realize such dramatic results. Yet I 
couldn’t put my finger on any specific clinical methods 
or even see a general pattern emerge. Each of the 
clinicians dealt with the patients differently. Each 
had different training that reflected different schools 
of thought. But all were seeing incredible results. 
Nonetheless, in spite of the tremendous progress being 
made with these people, I still didn’t see how the actual 
performance before an audience could be anything but 
a chaotic mess.

On the day of the performance, I showed up early 
to shoot the backstage activity and preparations. 
The clients were so hyper, so charged up, most 
of them were acting out as never before. The staff 
and volunteers seemed incapable of controlling 
the situation. I moved my equipment out into the 
auditorium just a few minutes before show time and I 
still had my doubts....

Along with an audience of hundreds, I was transfixed 
for the next ninety minutes. In fact, those minutes 
seemed to pass more like seconds. I had much 
more difficulty doing my part during the performance 
than any of the clients seemed to-mostly because of 
my tears. The camera lens kept fogging up. I can’t 
describe to you the impact of these people’s beautiful 
performance. And suddenly I knew what technique-
what magic-the therapists were using, what made it all 
work so flawlessly against all odds. It was simply Love.

The force of the Love transmitted by family and friends 
in that audience, the staff and volunteers and by the 
clients themselves could have accomplished anything. 
And that night, all present watched it accomplish the 
impossible!

I share this with you in the hope that the next time 
you or someone in your life is “up against it,” you’ll 
remember where your real power lies. 

Dear Astarian,

The Power of Love — by REV. STEVE DOOLITTLE – February 1999
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Dear Astarian,

This morning of the new year begins at first in darkness and then grows 
into greater and greater light. In the same way, your progress, your 
evolution throughout the year may begin in small circles, with ideas, 
with intellectual knowledge from something you’ve read, with some 
greater understanding of the mystery of spirit sparking like a match 
during a conversation with a friend. But as 1998 unfolds, the circles 
of light around you grow stronger, brighter and wider as you put into 
practice those ideas, that knowledge, this understanding.

As I reread my mom’s Lessons, she reminds us over and over again that 
simply gaining knowledge of the spiritual path, while important and essential, 
isn’t the same thing as walking that path and truly moving from a neophyte 
to an initiate. It’s the spiritual practice that comes from the knowledge, the 
practice of meditation, the practice of yoga, the practice of forgiveness, the 
practice of service to others which truly transforms us. It is in the doing.

So, as you approach and move into the first tender hours and days of this 
new year decide on something, even just one thing, that you actually can 
and will do. Some positive practice that you will add to your daily or 
weekly schedule. It could be exercise. It could be time spent in nature. 
It could be time spent in silent contemplation. It could be volunteering at a homeless shelter, or adult literacy 
program. It could be taking a tai chi or Reiki class. It could be any of a hundred different things which are 
meaningful to you and to which you bring a spiritual, loving intent.

It is through this movement from knowledge to action, it is within this process that the gem of your spiritual 
growth lies waiting for you to do your part to uncover it and reclaim it as your own. It is in this way that each 
day, each week and each month of 1998 will embrace you with its greater light which you have co-created with 
the divine.

My mom knew that. And she will be there to help you. As will my dad and I and all of us at Astara. Welcome 
to your new year. Let’s together make it one of the best this world has seen. 

BY SITA CHANEY – January 1998A New Year, A New Path

JOIN US ON FACEBOOK AND YOUTUBE
Our Facebook page - Astara Light - highlights Astara events and pearls of wisdom from the Degree Lessons.  
Our Youtube channel - Astara 1951 offers dozens of weekly talks through our web series, Astara’s Global 
Voice - (as Astara's Global Voice) featuring Rev. Peggy, Rev. Samantha, Rev. Pam, Rev. Laura Miller, Dan 
Moore, Rev. Jerry Hobby, David Fahncke, Pat Young and others.  We also have lots of Degree Lesson Sessions 

with Rev. Peggy and meditations given by Rev. Samantha.  Join us through these social media connections for ongoing inspiration, 
learning and reinforcement of our connection with each other and with the teachings of Astara and the Masters. 
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Ready or not, the New Year is on its way. Are you excited to make this year your best year yet? 

Unfortunately, more and more people are waking up to the reality that their current lifestyle isn’t working for 
them.

What’s a person to do to finally feel healthy, vital, and comfortable in their own skin? If you’re dreading yet 
another ‘diet’, have I got the perfect solution for you.

We all know diets don’t work. If diets worked, we would all be living in our perfect bodies and feeling fabulous. 
The diet industry is in the business of making money, not making health. 

The reality is, most people know what they need to do to be healthy, and they don’t do it. It’s not rocket 
science! Eating a Twinkie or a bag of Doritos is not healthy. So often there’s so much more contributing to why 
you may be still eating your favorite ‘go-to’ unhealthy treats and not giving yourself true ‘self-care’.

Unfortunately, it’s much easier to race to the doctor, instead of changing a lifestyle habit. We would rather face 
a health challenge or live with feeling fat, frumpy and less than fantastic. It’s not your fault! Your body wants to 
keep you safe and it’s oh so comfortable.

We all want a ‘Quick Fix’ and it’s much easier to take a pill than to make a sustainable change. Many of our 
health challenges are simply messages from our body crying out, “Slow down. Please take care of me. Listen to 
me. I need help.” When we don’t listen to our bodies, these messages get louder and louder until our illness is 
full-blown.

Western Medicine Doctors have a narrow focus on sickness, not health. In my practice many Western Medicine 
‘dropouts’ come to me for help. They’ve gone from doctor to doctor, diet plan to diet plan with minimal or no 
results. 

There is a better way! In my ‘Three Months to Thrive’ OnLine Programs I help my clients discover, regaining your 
health is about getting to the root cause of not just what you’re eating, you need to discover what’s eating you! 

Want the motivation and the drive to permanently end your Food Struggles?

Let’s kick your ‘Negative Nancy or Ned’ to the curb by learning a more positive way of thinking and, keep you 
motivated through every step of your healing journey.  True healing is an inner game.

A New Year – A New You
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I Invite you to put pen to paper, contemplate these questions, go inside yourself and honestly answer these 
questions to gain a deeper insight of what you really need:

• What would happen if, right now, you gave yourself permission to like, respect -- even adore! --yourself 
without first having to earn it by having the perfect body and eating routine?

• How would your food choices change if they were based on self-respect and on what made you feel 

well, alive, and radiant? What would living your best life do for you?

• What if your eating dis-orders are manifested by your brain?

• What messages or alarms is your body sending you and what am I really craving?

Fabulous Food is important and if you don’t change your mindset, it’s so much harder to get and stay healthy. 
By recognizing and discovering our magnificence, we have the ability to change and truly heal our amazing 
bodies. When you learn to connect and listen to what your body truly wants, you can end your “war” with food 
and your body.  

If you’re on information overload, confused with all the contradicting information in the Health World and want a 
better way to finally achieve Perfect Health and Lifestyle Goals  . . .

Pop over to my Website, KATHRYNCHESS.COM and check out ‘A New Year - A New You,’ my New JUMP 
START Program! 4 Weeks to bring your Body to its Perfect Weight, Say Bye-Bye to Belly Bloat, Learn to Give 
Yourself Extreme Self-Care, Easily prepare and Create Delicious Healthy Meals, and Most Importantly . . . Feel 
Amazing Everyday!

Not only will you learn to improve your nutrition, bring your body to its perfect weight, de-stress, gain energy, 
kick your emotional challenges to the curb, you will truly learn to love and adore the amazing temple you’re 
living in.

Transform your Relationship with Food and Life by joining me for, A New Year, A New You and Create your 
Dream Body and Life! 

A Message from a Grateful Astarian - November 2, 2019

Dear Astara Staff and Board Members:

Thank you for keeping Astara Light shining since the Chaneys transitioned to 
another realm.  I am grateful the storms of life led me to Astara in 1990.

I am alive because of your prayers support.  Though darkness engulfs my spirit 
at times that I cannot alter a word of prayer, you are there channeling your 
energies and the Masters and Teachers on my many petitions.  Thank you.  
I have strength to face the battles one at a time because I am not alone.  
Thank you.

Please accept my token donation for keeping the Light of Astara aflame. 
Grateful Astarian” - L. E.
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EACH DEGREE CONTAINS 22 LESSONS
1st Degree The Journey of Becoming
 Traveling the Sea of Forces

2nd Degree Roots of the Tree of Knowledge
 Treasures on the Tree of Life

3rd Degree The Seven-Fold Universe and the 
 Wheel of Births and Deaths

4th Degree Tomorroward and the Ultimate 
 Goal of Godhood

5th Degree The Macrocosmic Universe and 
 the Microcosmic Human

6th Degree Your Auric Armor of Light 
 Secrets of Regeneration and Self-Mastery

7th Degree Your Soul and the Evolution of Humankind

8th Degree Roots of a Complete Path to Bliss

ASTARA’S BOOK OF LIFE DEGREE LESSONS $77 EACH

FULL SET OF 8 DEGREES $597.00 

Expand the potential of all aspects of your 
life through the study and application of the 
incomparable wisdom of .....

ARE YOU IN A 
STUDY GROUP?
If you are currently in an active Astara 
Study Group that meets regularly, we’d 
like to know about you. Please contact 
Dean Zakich at info@astara.org with 
names of group members, group leader 
and group location so we can compile 
a current listing [Astara does not share 
member contact information without 
permission from study group member]. 
This is necessary so Astara can help 
support and provide materials to each 
study group.

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP IN ASTARA
• Exclusive access to Members Only store offering generous discounts on selected  

products and services, for example, Degree Lessons at $44 per Degree ($77 for non-members) 

• Access to unpublished written works and audio recordings by the Chaneys,  
The Voice newsletter archives and a Facebook Group for Members Only 

• Degree Graduation (completion) Certificates 

• Members Only special prayer requests

• Access to view photo archives of Astara’s past and present
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Astara’s Healing Christ Magnet (4.25” x 5.5”)

Kundalini and the Third Eye
Out of print for three decades, this classic by Earlyne Chaney and William Messick traces the 
unfolding Wisdom Eye through the Mystery Schools of ancient Egypt, Persia, Peru and Tibet- 
through the major Dharmic spiritual traditions in existence. It unveils techniques and kriyas to 
practice in bringing the Eye out of Symbology into its Cosmic Potential as humanity reaches 
upward toward Self-Realization in the dawning Age of Aquarius.

This book can help you:
• Amplify your mystical awareness through controlled breathing
• Raise your sleeping Kundalini energies
• Open your all-seeing superconscious Third Eye
• Learn how the Third Eye is symbolized in the heritage of all Eastern religions
• Trace amazing archeological evidence of Higher awareness and intuition

$6.95 - No Shipping Charge

$25.00 + shipping

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
Monthly meditations are 
available on our video channel, 
youtube.com/astara1951. 
Also, Astara’s Global Voice 
web series, with a lineup of 

diverse speakers, are published weekly. All of the 
content can be accessed via our website: 

astara .org
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Follow Us On Astara Light

The Healing Angel Poster  (18” x 24”)
This image was originally painted by a prominent and gifted Clairvoyant while observing a powerful 
Healing Angel. This poster emits tremendous amounts of healing and spiritual energies to flood a 
person or room. A must-have for any healing or meditation room. Just looking at it expands your 
aura by at least 500%.

*Shipping limited to U.S. only.

‘The Great Light of Astara is the Master whom the world knows as Jesus the Christ. The three 
Masters of Astara follow the leadership of Jesus and it is the Master Jesus who is Astara’s leader 
and light, and it is his inner Teachings which the Astarian disciples follow as devout Astarian 
mystic Christians.

Accepting pre-orders at $24.95 + shipping (Member price- $19.95)
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At the beginning of your meditation let the breath 
flow at its easy natural rate.  Then allow it to become 
increasingly slower and imperceptible.  Hold the 
chest completely relaxed and breathe abdominal 
breaths.  You may be accustomed to breathing from 
the chest, but it is important to this process that you 
learn to breathe from the abdomen.  Begin quieting 
the mind and breath by concentrating the mind on the 
abdominal chakra, two inches below the navel.  Click 
the teeth to relax the jaw line.  Exhale slowly through 
opened pursed lips to expel all stale air and inhale 
through the nostrils.  This removes impure air from the 
lungs.

Now, centering your attention first on the abdominal 
chakra, watch the breath until you are sure you are 
breathing through the abdomen center of gravity.  
Inhale through the nostrils, directing the breath down 
to the abdominal chakra.  Inhale through the nostrils, 
directing the breath down to the abdominal chakra.  
Then allow it to flow upward and outward easily with 
the exhalation.  Repeat for a count of twenty until you 
are breathing very slowly with abdominal breathing.  
 
Now shift the attention to the base of the nostrils, 
watching the breath flow in and out.  Then begin 
carrying the breath down the spinal cord and back up 
again as in the Astarian technique of Lhama Yoga.  

Now following your meditation, let go, both mentally 
and physically.  Release all tensions.  Let the body 
sag limply to the floor or bed.  Lie on the back with 
the arms to the side, palms up, the feet slightly apart.  
Now, slowly, slowly tense every muscle in the body 
–clench the fists, the jaws, squeeze the eyes tightly 
shut, tighten the feet and leg muscles.  Hold the 
extreme tension and the breath at least five seconds, 
with the mind focusing fully on the tension, darting like 
lightning flashes all over the body to hold every muscle 
strained and tensed. 

 Now, suddenly, open the mouth, expel the breath 
vigorously, and completely release the tension.  Sag 
into the floor, drop, drop, drop the body.  Empty 
the muscles of strain, empty the lungs of all breath 
retention.  Let go completely.  

Focus full mental attention on relaxation and stillness.  
Let the mind turn to an inner listening.  The White 
Light is still surging about you, renewing every atom.  
Accept it.  Let it flow in gently on your imperceptible 
breath, like a quiet flowing, pure, mountain stream.  
Make no mental effort.  Just quietly listen – listen.  
Deep, deep listening.  Do not move a muscle, not 
even a blinking eye.  You may hear a low whispered 
Voice of the Stillness.  Or you may simply experience 
a sweet peace.  In yoga, this is called Savasana, the 
corpse pose. 
  
Lie in mental and physical repose a few moments, 
then rise and pursue your daily task – or retire if it is 
bedtime.  You have touched the inner High Self.  You 
have tuned in to that which is greater than you.  The 
use of this formula will aid in clearing the body of 
disease and training the mind to establish complete 
harmony with all that is positive and sacred. 

ENERGY EXERCISE 
ALPHA MEDITATION - ENTERING INNER SILENCE
From Astara’s Book of Life, 6th Degree, Lesson Two
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Dear Astarian ,

“Love is the Answer” is the title of a hymn that is often 
sung here at Astara’s Sanctuary on Sundays.  The words go 
like this, “Love! Love! Love is the answer: Love is the way.”  
It was written by Warren Meyer. How true these words 
are especially in these often trying times today.  Since we 
are in the season of Valentine’s Day and all those special 
celebrations of affection and love, I would like to share with 
you a few ideas regarding what is called the Mystic Heart.  
For it is the heart center with which we are in harmony 
with at Valentine’s Day and on other high-energy producing 
holidays.  This Mystic Heart concept is taken from a variety 
of Hermetic, Esoteric and Mystical Philosophies.  We 
obtain from the Kabbalah the idea that romantic love is 
associated with the projection of the anima and animus 
and the desire for the perfect relationship.  Romance is an 
ideal that can only unfold from within, a projection of an 
ideal complementary.  Perhaps this is another way to say 
that real love begins and ends in the heart. We all know 
about personal love, but have you ever heard of the mystical 
activity that occurs both when we fall in love with another 
or dedicate our lives to giving or providing service (altruistic 
love)?

One might think that the heart center, sometimes known 
as the fourth chakra and its opening, which is activated in 
personal or altruistic love, would bring only peace and love.  
Aside from meeting with our own repressed grief and fear of 
being vulnerable, there are many obstacles that arise as this 
heart center unfolds.  It has been said that the heart center 
invokes intense forces from the soul and inner spiritual 

realms.  Perhaps this may be on reason for the intensity of 
the love energy that flows to and from the heart.  Sometimes 
the activities, or mere presence of a person with an enlivened 
heart center may either attract or create negative reactions 
in others, as the love vibration penetrates barriers and 
stimulates the love that has been buried beneath untold pain 
and suffering.  This often occurs or comes to the surface in 
personal relationships.  It has been suggested that one open 
the heart center in a gradual manner in order to make the 
necessary adjustments with the energy flow.

Dr. Earlyne Chaney talks about the concept entitled “Heart 
Thinking” in Astara’s Second Degree, Lesson Twelve, and the 
ways in which we should use love for the benefit of all and how 
important it is to use the heart center for the correct purposes.  
One must think with the heart before one acts.  When one 
uses the ideas presented by Dr. Earlyne both love and life take 
on a whole new positive, constructive, understanding and 
beneficial meaning.  This lesson is a great review for all light 
workers.  I highly recommend you review it.

And so we have some information about the heart and its 
mystical counterpart. Perhaps in some way this inspiration 
will bring you additional benefits in this special season in 
which we honor special love bonds.

Happy Valentine’s Day.  Keep in mind that many of God’s 
blessings and gifts flow through the heart and its center to 
you and all those you meet. 

May the Great Master Teachers ever bless you on your Path 
of Light. 

Love is the Answer  by Rev. Fred Stewart
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We still have some two Lesson 
booklets at $5.00 - call for 
availability
 

Astara’s Book of Life Degrees  
(22 Lessons in one book)  $77.00

Entire course of eight Degrees 
(176 Lessons) $597.00  
(add $85 s/h to orders shipped 
outside the U.S.)

Contact Astara for  
special Member pricing  
(909) 948-7412

    ___ Astara’s Book of Life Degrees - 22 Lessons in one book [1-22] - at $77.00  

Special Member pricing available- go to astara.org or call (909) 948-7412

HELP SUPPORT ASTARA  
throughout the year by becoming 

a monthly donor through our 
Angel Program.  All you have 
to do is pledge an amount that 
will be automatically withdrawn 

each month from either your 
checking (please send a voided 
check) or credit/debit account 

(we’ll need the numbers). We’ve 
had our Angel Program in place 

for years and it really helps 
us in knowing how much we 

have to work with each month. 
You’ll receive an accounting 
of your total monthly gifts at 

the beginning of the following 
year. If your Angel gift needs 

to be adjusted or your account 
information changed, just give us 
a call (909-948-7412) or send an 

email (ruth@astara.org)  
- it’s that easy. Thank you!

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO ASTARA, 10700 JERSEY BLVD., SUITE 500
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA 91730 OR CALL IN YOUR ORDER: (909) 948-7412.

Amount
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Name (Please Print)

Address

City                    State             Zip

Country             Phone (            )

             Email

“I Invoke the Sacred Circle and I Visualize This Problem (Outline It Briefly in a Few Words) 
Being Solved According to God’s Will For All Concerned. I Give Thanks, I Give thanks!”
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Experience 
a FUN and 
INFORMATIVE 
workshop!

Discover how easy it is to find and understand 
the energetic expression of numbers and energy 
cycles!  Find out How and When 2020 New 
Energy Cycles can best support you in balancing, 
empowering, healing and/or expressing your 
soul’s full potential in the following areas of 
your life:  Relationships, Business/Career, Gifts/
Talents, Family Tree Patterns, Soul Contracts, 
Finances, Health, Travel and etc.. Understanding 
How and When to act with the collective and 
your personal energy cycles can provide 
you with the best opportunities for success 
throughout 2020.  Debbie will also share intuitive 
insights regarding the types of opportunities 
you can attract, experience, empower and/or 

heal throughout 2020.  $45 - class fee includes 
Debbie’s 2020 Personal Year Month – Month 
Guide and 2020 Calendar Grid. Limited class 
size.

Debbie is a trained Numerologist, a certified 
IMPART Intuitive, a certified Reiki, Karuna Reiki® 
and Shamanic Reiki Drumming master teacher, a 
Spiritual Artist, a Color & Sound Therapy teacher, 
a trained Feng Shui practitioner, a trained 
HealthRHYTHMS Empowerment Drumming 
Facilitator and the creator of Tune In To Your 
Inner Artist, Debbie’s Scrying Art and The Magic 
of Color and Sound.  Debbie’s complete bio is 
posted at, https://yourspirithelpers.com/

EVENTS

DATE:  Sunday, JANUARY 26, 2020  •  Time:   1 pm – 4: 30 pm  

Location:  Astara, 10700 Jersey Blvd Ste 500, Rancho Cucamonga, Ca 91730 

Fee:  $45 (includes Debbie’s 2020 Personal Year Month Guide and Calendar grid)

Please register online at: www.astara.org/events or call (909) 948-7412 

TUNE IN TO YOUR 2020 PERSONAL YEAR FORECAST 
Facilitated by Debbie Nuccio Durrough

Open to anyone interested in developing “2020 Vision” throughout 2020…


